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Appendix-1
Statement showing existing vis-a-vis modified provisions of IMMM
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I Considering the technical influence and value I Underlined

Considering the technical influence and value
impact of the service proposed to be procured, for
applicability of QCBS and relative Weightage
(Technical: Price) for quality and cost to be adopted,
Indentor shall obtain the approval of a Committee of
Directors (CoD) comprising of Director (Finance),
Director-I/c MM and Director concerned. The CoD
, shall be fully empowered to modify and approve
I. Technical: Price weightage.

I

impact of the service proposed to be procured, for I portion
applicability of QCBS and relative Weightage I modified
I (Technical: Price) for quality and cost to be adopted, !
i Indentor shall obtain the approval of a Committee of i
i Directors (CoD) comprising of Director (Finance), !
i Director-I/c MM and Director concerned. The CoO!
I shall be fully empowered to modify and approve I
!I Technical: Price weiqhtaqe.
j

i The weightage of respective technical parameters I The weightage of respective technical

parameters I
I (QCBS. matri~) alongwith. relative weightage!
(Technical: Price) for quality and cost shall be i
I proposed by the Working Group of Indenting I
I Section at the work center duly recommended by i
! the concerned Key Executive and put-up by Chief I
! MM for the approval of CoD.
i

I

(QCBS. matri~) alongwith relative Weightage
i (Technical: Price) for quality and cost shall be
i proposed by the Working Group of Indenting
I Section at the work center duly recommended by
! the concerned Key Executive and put by Chief MM
for the approval of CoD.

I

However, QCBS matrix and relative Weightage

I
I

case for any work centre may be adopted for similar
cases across different work centres with approval of
L-I of concerned work center without requiring CoD
approval again. In order to facilitate the same,
QCBS matrix earlier approved by" CoD for a given
case along with scope of work shall be uploaded by
PMC on MM intranet website. The work center may!
refer to the same to ascertain if already approved
matrix is available for similar services.

f

i

I (Technical: Price) as approved earlier by COD for a
!
!

i

!
!

I
!

I

I

!

I

!

I

!
!
I
'

I Wherever, work center obtains the approval of CoD I

! for QCBS matrix and relative Wei hta e Technical: i
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i Price), copy of the same along with approved matrix i
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by the work center to PMC for uploading the same
on MM website .
..... _ .....

11.3.7

Rate reasonability: Rate reasonability
required in QCBS methodology.

is

not a.) Rate reasonability:

[Note: Following provision was notified vide Circular
no. 22/2020 dated 05.05.2020:
Reference is invited to provisions under para11.3. 7 and 14.1.1
of the MM Manual stipulating
that reasonability of rates is not required to be
established
in
tenders
invited
on QCBS
methodology.
EPC in its Meeting (04/2020) held
on 17.03 . 2020 while deliberating a proposal of
PMC regarding ascertaining reasonability of rates
for procurement against QCBS mode opined that
an enabling provisions is required to be made in
MM Manual for undertaking price negotiation with
the B1 bidder for arriving at an appropriate
Ijustifiable price commensurate with quality of the
product quoted.
In view of the above, EPC advised that till a
detailed methodology for holding negotiations in
QCBS cases is incorporated in MM Manual,
negotiations with B 1 bidder may be conducted
where no distribution of quantity among bidders is
envisaged, with the approval of competent
authority as defined for allowing price negotiations
with L-1 bidder in non-QCBS cases,
in the
following scenarios:

i) The prices quoted by the B1 bidder are found to
be substantially higher than LPR/Cost estimate
for item of the same or the better QCBS
parameter product, if available
ii) There is general perception of prices having

In order to ascertain a reasonable price
commensurate with the quality of the product
quoted, following aspects shall be taken into
consideration, while doing due diligence on rates
quoted by B1 bidder:
(i)

Whether prices quoted by the B-1 bidder are
substantially higher than LPR/Cost estimate:
(a)

Applicable
where
QCBS
parameters,
marking
scheme and Technical:Price
weightage in instant tender and LPR tender
are same
Wherever feasible, the combined score of
B1 bidder (which shall be the original B1
bidder of LPR tender and not a bidder who
has got the award due to matching of scorel
target price, if any) of last tender being
considered as LPR and all the TNCA
bidders including B1 bidder of instant tender
may be re-calculated considering QCBS
parameters,
marking
scheme
and
Technical: Price weightage of current
tender. If the re-worked combined score of
B1 bidder of LPR tender is higher than reworked combined score of original B1
bidder of the tender under evaluation, then
target price of original B 1 bidder of the
present tender shall be worked out so that
its reworked Combined Score is equal to
the reworked Combined Score of B1 bidder
of the LPR tender. Such Target Price may

Provision
modified

,

_--_._,

_ _

_

_ _ _ _._ __
___.__ ._ .. _- _
_ _._ .. _._._ .._ _ _gone down globally after the last contract was
awarded or after submission of bid against the
tender under evaluation and the prices are
believed to be at lower level for quite some
time.

..................... _-

b)

Cases under QCBS involving distribution of
quantity among bidders may be kept on hold till
the time detailed guidelines are issued. ]

_ _ _

_ .. __ ._._.-...... .

-

··········· __ ········1·······_·

be considered as the equivalent of LPR for!
comparison with present tender price of!
original B1 bidder for examining its
reasonability.

_ _

__

-

I
!

i

Applicable where QCBS parameters of the
LPR tender are better than the instant tender
with / without same marking scheme and
Technical :Price weightage:

i
I

I

Wherever feasible, it would first need to be I
ascertained whether QCBS parameters of j
LPR tender were overall better than the I
tender under evaluation. Generally prices of I
better QCBS product services are expected I
to be higher. However, if the price of B1 1
bidder in a tender is observed to be I
substantially higher than the LPR tender I
invited with better QCBS parameter, price!
negotiation may be undertaken with the B-1 I
bidder to arrive at a reasonable price with I
proper justification taking into account time 1
period elapsed since LPR contract, market i
dynamics.
!
i

(ii)

!

(iii)

In the event of prices quoted by B-1 bidder
are found to be substantially higher than the
equivalent LPR worked out as per (i) above
(if applicable), whether the current Supply Demand scenario is materially different from
that prevailing at time of LPR.
Whether there is general perception of prices
having gone down globally after the last

L __ ._____
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11.3.8

In case the bidder with highest combined
score(referred as B1 below) cannot meet the full
quantity of the tender, the bidder with the next
highest combined score (or the bidder with highest
technical score among the remaining bidders, as
specified in the tender document) (referred as B2
below) will be asked to match the combined score
of the bidder with highest score.

_

_

_

_.. .

_ •.... _ _

_

_H

_

.

bid against the tender under evaluation and
the prices are believed to remain at lower
level for quite some time .
.+
.,
_
_., ,
+
Working out Target Price for bidders B2, B3 etc. so Provision
as to match their combined score with combined modified
score of B1 in cases where quantity is
splitable/dividable:
In case the bidder with highest combined
score(referred as B1 below) cannot meet the full
quantity of the tender, the bidder with the next
highest combined score (or the bidder with highest
technical score among the remaining bidders, as
specified in the tender document) (referred as B2,
B3 etc. below) will be asked to match the combined
score of the bidder with highest score as per the
following concept:

Combined score can be matched by the bidder B2 Combined Score of a bidder is summation of their
Technical
Score
(i.e.
Technical
through reduction in price only as per the following weighted
Score*Technical
weightage)
and
weighted
formulae:
Commercial
Score
(i.e.
Commercial
Score*Commercial weightage). Technical Score
being dependent on technical parameters would
TARGET PRICE TO BE MATCHED =
remain fixed / unchanged for a bidder. Commercial
100*LOWEST
PRICE
BID
AMONG
ALL Score of a bidder is being derived by the formula i.e.
100*Lowest of the prices of techno-commercially
TECHNICALLY ACCEPTABLE BIDDERS
acceptable bidders/Price quoted by such bidder,
(DIVIDED BY)
therefore, for matching combined score of B1
bidder, the bidders B2, B3 etc. would have to
«DIFFERENCE BETWEEN COMBINED SCORE increase their Commercial Score by reducing their
OF B1 AND B2 / COMMERCIAL WEIGHTAGE price.
%)+COMMERCIAL SCORE OF B2 )
Target Price for bidders B2, 83 etc. so as to match
their combined score with combined score of B1
would depend upon different situations as brought
out below:

- ---!

i

(A)
Where price negotiation
conducted with B1 bidder

has

not

been

=

Target Price for bidder B2, B3 etc.
100 * Lowest of
the prices of techno-commercially
acceptable
bidders / [(Combined Score of B1 - (Technical
Score of B2, B3 etc* Technical weightage %))
(Divided by) (Commercial Weightage %)]
(B)
Where price negotiation
B1 bidder

is undertaken

with

Due to reduction in price by B1 bidder, if any, as a
result
of Price
negotiation
the Commercial
Score/Combined Score of B1 would require to be
reworked (which would be higher than their earlier
commercial score/combined score).

=

Revised Combined Score of B1
(Technical Score
assigned to B1 * Technical weightage %) + [(100 *
Lowest of the prices of techno-commercially
acceptable bidders or post negotiation price offered
by B1 bidder, whichever is lower * Commercial
weightage %) / Post negotiation Price offered by B1
bidder].

The bidders B2, B3 etc. would, by reducing their
prices, be needed to match their Combined score
with that of the revised Combined Score of B1.

=

Target Price for bidder B2, B3 etc.
(100 * Lowest
of the prices of techno-commercially
acceptable
bidders or post negotiation price offered by B 1
bidder, whichever is lower) / [(Revised Combined

Score

of B1

- Technical

Score of B2, B3 etc. *

Technical weightage %) (Divided by) Commercial
Weightage %]

(C)
The bidders will be invited for score
matching by way of reducing prices in order of
original ranking (i.e. ranking before holding price
negotiation with B1 bidder) as per process
prescribed at para 14.2.6 till requirement of entire
tender quantity is met (thereafter, remaining bidders
will not be considered). Contract on B1 and other
bidders will be awarded accordingly.
12.9.3

In case the reduction in quantities is more than
20%,confirmation from L-1 bidder would be
obtained to supply at the quoted rates. On getting
confirmation, order for the reduced quantity will be
placed. If L-1 bidder does not agree, then tender
would be re-invited.

In case the reduction in quantities is more than Underlined
20%, confirmation from L-1 bidder (B-1 bidder in portion
case of QCBS tenders) would be obtained to added.
supply at the quoted rates. On getting confirmation,
order for the reduced quantity will be placed. If L-1
bidder (B-1 bidder in case of QCBS tenders) does
not agree, then tender would be re-invited.

13.6.1

Tenders should be finalized within the stipulated
original validity of the bids and that cases requiring
extension of validity should be rare. However, in the
exceptional cases where the concerned executives
involved in processing of tenders feel that it would
not be possible to finalize the tender within the
original validity, extension in bid validity should be
sought so as to ensure that a minimum bid validity
of 30days for EPC level cases and 21 days for nonEPC cases is available from the date of price bid
opening. Accordingly, Bid Security validity should
also be available for a further period of 30 days
beyond the said bid validity. However, seeking
further extensions of bid validity and bid bond
validity should be avoided after price bid opening. In
exceptional cases, if extension is required in bid
and bid bond
after
bid

Tenders should be finalized within the stipulated Underlined
original validity of the bids and that cases requiring portion
extension of validity should be rare. However, in the added.
exceptional cases where the concerned executives
involved in processing of tenders feel that it would
not be possible to finalize the tender within the
original validity, extension in bid validity should be
sought so as to ensure that a minimum bid validity
of 30days for EPC level cases and 21 days for nonEPC cases is available from the date of price bid
opening. Accordingly, Bid Security validity should
also be available for a further period of 30 days
beyond the said bid validity. However, seeking t
further extensions of bid validity and bid bond!
validity should be avoided after price bid opening. In
exceptional cases, if extension is required in bid
and bid bond
after
bid
7

opening, then the same should be obtained from the
clearly established L-1 bidder only. However, in
cases where it is required to have more than one
source of supply or if the tendered quantity is more
than what L-1 bidder can supply, then in those
cases bid and bid bond validity should be obtained
from all those bidders who are in contention for
award of contract.

then the same should be obtained from the clearly
established L-1 bidder (B-1 bidder in case of QCBS
tenders) only. However, in cases where it is
required to have more than one source of supply or
if the tendered quantity is more than what L-1 bidder
(B-1 bidder in case of QCBS tenders) can supply,
then in those cases bid and bid bond validity should
be obtained from all those bidders who are in
contention for award of contract.

14.1.1

Rate reasonability will be applicable in cost only Rate reasonability will be applicable in cost only or Underlined
(other than QCBS) or L-1 selection/evaluation
L-1
selection/evaluation
methodology.
Tender portion
of
methodology. Tender Committee shall be required Committee shall be required to establish and certify existing para
to establish and certify the reasonability of rates of the reasonability of rates of L-1 bidder received in a deleted.
L-1 bidder received in a tender Rate reasonability tender Rate reasonability can be established in
can be established in comparison to cost estimates comparison to cost estimates and / or last purchase
and / or last purchase rate (if available) and / or rate (if available) and / or price trends prevailing in
price trends prevailing in the market (if the same the market (if the same can be determined
can be determined depending on either the type of depending on either the type of items being
items being purchased or if there is any published purchased or if there is any published documents /
documents / data reflecting the price trends or if data reflecting the price trends or if there is
there is relationship between raw material being relationship between raw material being used in
used in manufacture of items like steel is used for manufacture of items like steel is used for
manufacture of tubular goods). When purchase manufacture of tubular goods). When purchase
does not fall under purview of tender committee,
does not fall under purview of tender committee,
dealing officer of MM in consultation with Indentor dealing officer of MM in consultation with Indentor
and Finance shall ascertain the rate reasonability and Finance shall ascertain the rate reasonability
and put up the proposals for approval of CPA. For and put up the proposals for approval of CPA. For
cases dealt by departments other than MM but MM cases dealt by departments other than MM but MM
support is required as per BOP, rate reasonability support is required as per BOP, rate reasonability
shall be ascertained
by dealing officer in shall be ascertained
by dealing
officer in
consultation with finance and MM. In such cases consultation with finance and MM. In such cases
minimum E-2 level of executives shall be consulted.
minimum E-2 level of executives shall be consulted.
While ascertaining
the reasonability
of rates,
While ascertaining the reasonability of rates,
comparison should be first done with Cost comparison should be first done with Cost
Estimates/LPR
(wherever
available)
without Estimates/LPR
(wherever
available)
without
applying any escalation factor. Thereafter, suitable applying any escalation factor. Thereafter, suitable
escalation factor, if any, needs to be considered for escalation factor, if any, needs to be considered for
ascertaining the reasonability of rates. Accordingly, ascertaining the reasonabllity of rates.
ingly,
-----i----+tlhe-cas-e-shall-tJe-pracessB"CH"o
finalisatio , 'f-th-e--ttTec-a-sestmll-oeprocessea- or flnalisatlon, if-Jtn't=="e-t-------+---------

rates of L-1 bidder are consideredto be reasonable rates of L-1 bidder are considered to be reasonable
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on the basis of above analysis. Wherever the rates
of L-I bidder are substantially high as compared to
cost estimates / or LPR or not in line with the price
trend prevailing in the market, a decision shall be
taken as to whether price negotiation need to be
conducted.

on the basis of above analysis. Wherever the rates
of L-I bidder are substantially high as compared to
cost estimates / or LPR or not in line with the price
trend prevailing in the market, a decision shall be
taken as to whether price negotiation need to be
conducted.

4.1.1.1

No provision exist

(Applicable for QCBS tenders)

14.2.2

Negotiations shall be recommended in exceptional
circumstances only after due application of mind
and recording valid, logical reasons justifying
negotiations. Price negotiations shall be undertaken
by tender committee, only with L-1 bidder, on prior
approval by CPA not below Level-I and the
concerned Director in EPC cases, in any of the
following exceptional situations, where the rates of
L-1 bidder are substantially high as compared to
cost estimates:

Negotiations shall be recommended in exceptional
circumstances only after due application of mind No Change
and recording valid, logical reasons justifying
negotiations. Price negotiations shall be undertaken
by tender committee, only with L-1 bidder, on prior
approval by CPA not below Level-I and the
concerned Director in EPC cases, in any of the
following exceptional situations, where the rates of
L-1 bidder are substantially high as compared to
cost estimates:

i. The items are proprietary in nature;
ii. The bidders have formed cartel;
iii. Sources are limited

i. The items are proprietary in nature;
ii. The bidders have formed cartel;
iii. Sources are limited.

However, for OEM/ OES/ PAC/ nomination cases,
the L-1 officer shall have full powers to approve
negotiation including cases falling under the powers
of Director and EPC.

However, for OEM/ OES/ PAC/ nomination cases,
the L-1 officer shall have full powers to approve
negotiation including cases falling under the powers
of Director and EPC.

,.-.- -- -------.--------- ..-. - . -i .. -----. --- . -

14.2.2.
1

- . -- .------.----- •... - . --- -.- -

_ .

New
provision
Refer para 11.3.7. When purchase does not fall added
under purview of tender committee, approval
process shall be as per 14.1.1 above.
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No provision exists
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(Applicable for QCBS tenders)
In QCBS tenders. price negotiations will generally
not be resorted to. However. price negotiation can
be conducted with B1 bidder (with the approval of
Q

+-.- -.-

- -

New
provision

,

authority empowered to allow negotiations in case
of Non-QCBS tenders) to arrive at-reasonable price
in the situations as brought out at para 11.3.7
above.

I

Negotiations shall be recommended in exceptional
circumstances only after due application of mind
and recording valid, logical reasons justifying
negotiations. As, prices of different quality product
may be different, therefore different prices received
in tender processed under QCBS should not be
considered an indicator for conducting price
negotiation.
14.2.3

Negotiations should not be misused as a tool for
bargaining with L-1 with dubious intentions or lead
to delays in decision-making. Convincing reasons
must be recorded by the Tender Committee
recommending negotiations. Competent Purchase
Authority should exercise due diligence while
accepting a tender or ordering negotiations or
calling for a re-tender and the time taken for
according requisite approvals for the entire process
of negotiation and award of order should not exceed
30 days from the date of submission of
recommendations. In cases where the proposal is to
be approved at EPC level, a maximum of additional
15 days shall be allowed. In no case should the
overall timeframe exceed the validity period of the
tender and it should be ensured that tenders are
invariably finalised within their validity period. It is to
be ensured that negotiations are resorted to only in
cases where reasonability of rates could not be
established, above conditions as per clause 14.2.2
are satisfied and bottom up accurate cost estimate
('should cost') is available to support negotiations.

Negotiations should not be misused as a tool for
bargaining with L-1 (B-1 bidder in case of QCBS
tenders) with dubious intentions or lead to delays in
decision-making.
Convincing
reasons must be
recorded by the Tender Committee recommending
negotiations. Competent Purchase Authority should
exercise due diligence while accepting a tender or
ordering negotiations or calling for a re-tender and
the time taken for according requisite approvals for
the entire process of negotiation and award of order
should not exceed 30 days from the date of
submission of recommendations.
In cases where
the proposal is to be approved at EPC level, a
maximum of additional 15 days shall be allowed. In
no case should the overall timeframe exceed the
validity period of the tender and it should be
ensured that tenders are invariably finalised within
their validity period. It is to be ensured that
negotiations are resorted to only in cases where
reasonability of rates could not be established,
above conditions as per clause 14.2.2 .(Qr__jQ

Underlined
portion
added

situations brought out at para no. 14.2.2.1 in case of
QCBS tenders) are satisfied and bottom up
accurate cost estimate ('should cost') is available to
------~----~------------------------------------~~~~;lu~~~ltnegUtl~tlons.
---+----------~--------------
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14.2.4

I n cases where a decision is taken to go for retendering due to the unreasonableness
of the
quoted rates, but the requirements are urgent and a
re-tender for the entire requirement would delay the
availability
of the item, thus jeopardizing
the
essential
operations,
maintenance
and safety,
negotiations would be permitted with L-1 bidder(s)
for the supply of a bare minimum quantity, subject
to acceptance by the bidder. The balance quantity
should, however, be procured expeditiously through
a re-tender, following the normal tendering process,
after due examination to see whether review of
specification, scope of work and tender conditions is
required in future, to bring more competition.

In cases where a decision is taken to go for retendering due to the unreasonableness
of the
quoted rates, but the requirements are urgent and a
re-tender for the entire requirement would delay the
availability
of the item,
thus jeopardizing
the
essential operations,
maintenance
and safety,
negotiations would be permitted with L-1 bidder(s)
(B-1 bidder in case of QCBS tenders) for the supply
of a bare minimum quantity, subject to acceptance
by the bidder. The balance quantity should,
however, be procured expeditiously through a retender, following the normal tendering process, after
due examination
to see whether
review of
specification, scope of work and tender conditions is
required in future, to bring more competition.

14.2.5

Where it is required to have more than one
source of supply (due to critical or vital nature of
the item), it is mandatory to pre-disclose the ratio
of splitting
the supply
(in accordance
with
prevailing instructions, so as to award maximum
quantity to the L-1 bidder) in the Bid Evaluation
Criteria,
after
due
deliberation
in
Tender
Committee. This must be followed scrupulously.

Where it is required to have more than one source
of supply (due to critical or vital nature of the item), it
is mandatory to pre-disclose the ratio of splitting the
supply (in accordance with prevailing instructions,
so as to award maximum quantity to the L-1 bidder
(B-1 bidder in case of QCBS tenders)) in the Bid
Evaluation Criteria, after due deliberation in Tender
Committee. This must be followed scrupulously.

14.2.6

After due processing, if it is discovered that the
quantity to be ordered is far more than what L-1
alone is capable of supplying (in tenders where
bidders are allowed to quote part quantities) and
there was no prior decision to split the quantities,
then the quantity being finally ordered should be
distributed among the other bidders in a manner
that is fair, transparent and equitable as given
below:

After due processing, if it is discovered that the
quantity to be ordered is far more than what L-1 (B-1
bidder in case of QCBS tenders) alone is capable of
supplying (in tenders where bidders are allowed to
quote part quantities)
and there was no prior
decision to split the quantities, then the quantity
being finally ordered should be distributed among
the other bidders
in a manner that is fair,
transparent and equitable as given below:

(i) If the requirement of tender quantity cannot be
met by L-1 bidder, negotiations wili be carried out
with the approval of Competent Purchase Authority
To
the
of
all

(i) If the requirement of tender quantity cannot be
met by L-1 bidder (B-1 bidder in case of QCBS
tenders), negotiations will be carried out with the

_L

L.

J

.
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Underlined
portion
added.

Underlined
portion
added.

other acceptable bidders will be advised to submit
their confirmations in sealed envelopes, to match
their rates with those of evaluated L-1 bidder.

(ii) Sealed covers will be opened in the order of
ranking originally established and in the presence of
bidders' representatives who choose to be present.
Bidders who match their prices with the L -1 bidder
would be considered for award on basis of their
original ranking and to the extent of quantity /
number offered by them. Opening of sealed cover
will be stopped when the total quantity requirement
is met

If L-1 bidder backs out, there should be re-tendering
in a transparent and fair manner. The Competent
Purchase Authority may in such a situation call for
Limited or Short Notice tender or nomination basis,
if so justified in the interest of work, on the basis of
examination
and recommendation
by Tender
Committee.

14.2.8
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approval of Competent Purchase Authority (CPA).
To expedite the process of negotiations, all other
acceptable bidders will be advised to submit their
confirmations in sealed envelopes, to match their
rates with those of evaluated L-1 bidder (with Target
Price worked out for matching by B2, B3 Bidders
based on provisions at para no. 11.3.8
above in
case of QCBS tenders).
(ii) Sealed covers will be opened in the order of
ranking originally established and in the presence of
bidders' representatives who choose to be present.
Bidders who match their prices with the L-1 bidder
(with the Target Price worked out for matching by
B2, B3 Bidders based on provisions at para no.
11.3.8
above relevant in case of QCBS tenders)
would be considered for award on basis of their
original ranking and to the extent of quantity /
number offered by them. Opening of sealed cover
will be stopped when the total quantity requirement
is met
If L-1 bidder (B-1 bidder in case of QCBS tenders)
backs out, there should be re-tendering
in a
transparent
and fair manner. The Competent
Purchase Authority may in such a situation call for
Limited or Short Notice tender or nomination basis,
if so justified in the interest of work, on the basis of
examination
and recommendation
by Tender
Committee .
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34.5

Powers for purchase by negotiations
In case the purchase has to be effected by
negotiations before placing order, the procedure laid
down in 14.2 will be followed. The level of CPA shall
be decided on the basis of higher of original
evaluated value of L-1 bidder before negotiations or
tender value.

Powers for purchase by negotiations

Underlined
portion
In case the purchase has to be effected by added.
negotiations before placing order, the procedure laid
down in 14.2 will be followed. The level of CPA shall
be decided on the basis of higher of original
evaluated value of L-1 bidder (8-1 bidder in case of
QC8S tenders) before negotiations
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